English Language Assistants Programme

Application support for consecutive year
Chile and Colombia applicants only

If you are applying for a consecutive year in Chile or Colombia, you will need to complete most of the application form in full and ensure that you refer to the below advice regarding other sections of the application form:

- **Employment:** Make sure to include details of your current and any previous roles as a Language Assistant in this section.

- **Returning and Former Assistants:** All consecutive and non-consecutive applicants are required to upload a reference from their current or former host institution to their application. The reference from your current or most recent host institution must comment on your performance as an assistant and state that the school would recommend you for another year on the programme. The reference must be dated, signed, and stamped by the school and should be on school letter-headed paper. Your application may be unsuccessful if this reference is unsatisfactory.

- **Personal statement:** You are still required to complete the statement section of the application form. This includes all three sub-sections: Motivation, Supporting Statement and Cultural Exchange.

- **Destination preferences:**
  - Please briefly state your reasons for selecting your country preferences: input “Consecutive applicant – COLOMBIA/CHILE”.
  - As it is possible that same institution requests will not be met, please complete the preferences section in full.

- **Referee details:**
  - Referee name: “Consecutive applicant – COLOMBIA/CHILE”
  - Referee Position: Your name